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ABSTRACT 
Two bunched beams are accelerated in the 1A ring of JHF. They are extracted for 
meson experiments and for neutron experiments successively. Therefore, the extrac
tion kicker magnet should generate double-pulsed magnetic fields at intervals of about 
100/isec, with a repetition rate of 50Hz. In order to test the feasibility of generat
ing double pulses, we used two sets of thyratron housings and a kicker magnet for 
the KEK-PS-extraction system, which has an impedance of 250. Using a thyratron 
cathode-loaded system, the first firing induces a second misfire by a rapid voltage drop 
of the second thyratron cathode. A thyratron anode-loaded system does not have the 
above-mentioned trouble, and has succeeded in generating the desired double pulses 
with half of the voltage required for the usual operation of JHF (~80kV). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are two bunched beams in the 1A ring of JHF; their timing during extraction is 
shown in the upper part of Fig.l. At first, one of these bunched beams is extracted for 
a meson measurement; then, after about lOtyisec, another beam is extracted for a neutron 
measurement. Therefore, the extracted kicker magnet should produce 50Hz double-pulsed 
magnetic fields with an interval of 100/isec, as shown in the lower part of Fig.l. 
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Fig.l Timing between beam bunches and the kicker magnetic field. 



In order to test the feasibility of generating double pulses, we used two sets of thyratron 
housings and a kicker magnet for the KEK- PS-extraction system, which has an impedance of 
25ft. 

The two systems were designed to generate double pulses. One of them is a cathode-loaded 
system (introduced in section 2). This system works as long as the charging voltage is small. 
However, when the voltage is lager than a threshold value, the first firing induces a second 
firing without any trigger signal. The other system is a anode-loaded system. This system has 
no induced firing and generates double-pulse magnetic fields with an interval of about 100/isec 
(explained in section 3). 

2. CATHODE-LOADED SYSTEM (failure case) 

As shown in Fig.2, two sets of PFNs and thyratron housings are connected in parallel to a 
kicker magnet. At first, the thyratron 1 is triggered and the current charged in PFN 1 flows to 
the kicker and is terminated in matching resistor. After 100/isec, thyratron 2 is triggered, and 
another pulse current flows to the kicker. Thus, double-pulse magnetic fields are generated in 
the kicker gap at intervals of 100/Jsec. 
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Fig.2 Block diagram of cathode-loaded system. 

The thyratron in the housing is CXI 171 (made by EEV company) and has a three-gap 
tetrode, 120kV peak forward voltage and 3kA peak anode current. Though thyratron 2 is 
operated without any trouble at low PFN voltage, induced firing begins to occur upon firing of 
thyratron 1 at a higher PFN voltage than about 12kV. This induced firing of thyratron 2 occurs 
even if the trigger input of the tube is shorted by a 5017 terminator. Under this condition, the 
magnetic field of the kicker observed by using a long search coil is shown in Fig.3. 

The time difference between the tail of the first pulse generated by thyratron 1 and the top 
of the second pulse generated by thyratron 2 is about 100ns. Since his time is equal to the 
time difference from the trigger to the start of current flow in the thyratron, the mechanism 
of induced firing might be as follows: the current charged in PFN 1 flows to the magnet upon 
firing of thyratron 1. During this stage the cathode potential of thyratron 2 increases suddenly 
to VPFN/2 and the grid potential of thyratron 2 begins to gradually increase to this value. This 
case shows no trouble, since the potential of the grid of thyratron 2 is always lower than that 
of the cathode. However, just after the current passes through the thyratron 1, its cathode 



potential drops rapidly from VpFn/2 to zero. Though the cathode potential of thyratron 2 
follows the change in the potential quickly, the grid cannot follow it so fast. This potential 
delay is equivalent to adding a positive trigger pulse to the grid of thyratron 2. Thyratron 2 is 
then induced to fire. 

Fig.3 Magnetic field in the Kicker gap measured by a long search coil. (X:100ns/div) 
(The first pulse is the magnetic field generated by thyratron 1 and the second by thyra
tron 2, the firing of which is induced by the first firing: Vp f W i=40kV, V/>fW2=40kV) 

It has been considered that a thyratron with a screen grid is strong against induced firing.1' 
We therefore tested CX1171D, which has a screen grid, as thyratron 2 instead of CXI 171. 
However, the test was failed, because the screen grid shields the the grid from any rapid 
change of the anode potential,2' not the cathode potential. 

3. ANODE-LOADED SYSTEM (succeeding case) 

A block diagram of this system is shown in Fig.4. The mechanism to generate double pulses 
is the same as that discussed in section 2. In this case the sine of the PFNs is negative. 
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Fig.4 Block diagram of anode-Joaded system. 

The merits of this system are as follows: 
1) Since the anodes of the two thyratrons are common and the cathodes are independent of 



each other, only the anode of lhyratron2 is effected by firing thyratron 1. The change in the 
anode voltage is hard to induce misfiring. 
2) There is no increase in the floating capacitance of the cathode caused by connecting the 
other cathode. This increase of the cathode capacitance might cause an increase in the current 
rise time from the thyratron housing. 

On the contrary, a demerit is: 
In a cathode-loaded circuit, the voltage of the cathode is half that of the PFN charged voltage. 
In this system, however, the full PFN charged voltage is added to the cathode. Therefore, 
the insulated voltages of the transformers for the heater, reservoir and trigger circuit must be 
two-times larger than that of a cathode-loaded circuit. 

Double pulses are generated without any induced firing when the charging voltage of the 
PFN is 40kV (Figs.5 and 6). Since our testing thyratron housing was made for the anode-
loaded type, the insulating voltage of the transformers is sufficient for half of the PFN charging 
voltage. We could therefore not test at 80kV of the PFN maximum voltage. 

Fig.5 Magnetic field in the Kicker gap measured by a long search coil.(X:20/is/div) 
(There are double pulse with a time difference of 100/isec: Vp fAM=-40kV, V P F W 2 =-40kV) 

By increasing the time scale of Fig.5, the first and the second pulse are shown in Figs.6a 
and 6b, respectively. Since these pulse figures are very similar to each other, it can be said 
that there is no difference in the pulse-generating condition between thyratron housing I and 
housing 2. 

Fig.6a First magnetic field.(X:50ns/div) Fig.6b Second magnetic field.(X:50ns/div) 



We are now making a new thyratron housing for generating double pulses , which has two 
thyratrons(CX1171) separated from each other by a shield wall. Since the insulating voltage 
of the transformers is increased to 80kV, this system can generate double pulses with a PFN 
charging voltage of 80kV. Even if induced firing occurs, a thyratron having a screen grid like 
CX1171D will suppress it, because in this case the grid is effected by the anode potential. 
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Q(M.Kihara): Why do you expect an induced firing even in the second case, when you go to high voltage? 
A(T.Kawakubo): I am afraid of Ihe effect front the charge of the anode potential. 
Q(I.S.K.Gardner): What is the normal operating voltage of Ihe single thyratron cathode loaded system in use on 

the booster synchrotron. 
AfT.Kawakubo): Our design value of PFN voltage is 80KV, but, operating one is 60KV-70KV. 


